
Lantern Monster
Instructions No. 2856
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 2 Hours

Watch out - the monsters are loose. Cute monsters light up the world. Create a monster lantern and make your child's eyes
light up with joy at the next lantern procession. We explain how it's easy to make your own monster lantern.

This is how the monsters are made:
Let your imagination run wild with these cute monsters.

Print out our template and transfer the motifs to any colour of cardboard.

Glue the straw silk to the inside of the lantern blank. Tip: You can use two different colours of fibre silk for one lantern blank so that one set is enough.

After drying, fold the lantern blank at the pre-folded points, pin them together and fix them with a little craft glue. Now put a lantern bow through the holes
provided and bend the ends with the VBS jewellery pliers.

Now you can glue a face onto the monsters. Pupils and teeth can be glued on with 3 D glue pads. You can also use a styrofoam ball and a black pompom for
the eyes, stick them on chenille wire and glue them to the monster, or you can glue on wiggly eyes.

For the arms and legs, you can fold "witch's stairs" from 2 cm wide paper strips or simply use chenille wire and glue them to the edge of the lantern. For the
witch's stairs you need two 2cm wide paper strips of the same length, which you lay on top of each other at right angles and glue together. Now fold the bottom
strip of paper over the top strip. At the end, glue the strips together and pull the stairs apart a little.

Finally, bend the wires of the fairy lights into a large ball and place it inside the lantern. You can also fix individual bulbs with hot glue, e.g. if you are making
ears for your monster in which it should also light up. You can put the battery compartment inside the lantern or glue it to the top of the lantern with hot glue. If
the lantern stick is too long, you can shorten it to the desired length with scissors.

Thanks to the timer function of the light chain, the lantern can be used as a night light in the children's room after the parade.

Article number Article name Qty
131803 VBS Handicraft scissors, 11 cm 1
620797 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Round", 30 mm, 10 pieces 1
700177 VBS Lantern sticks with spiral wire, 10 pcs. 1
689793 VBS Micro LED chain of lights, with timer, 20 LEDs 1
51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1

Article information:



970044 VBS Jewellery pliers 1
652568-77 VBS Pompons, 15 mm, 60 piecesBlack 1
61614004 VBS Polystyrene ball, Ø 4 cm, 10 pieces 1
133050 VBS Hole puncher 1
21386 Lantern blank "Round"Green 1
567206-06 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,9 mm, 400 pieces 1
630535 VBS Chenille wire "Colormix", 50 cm, set of 100 1
110655 UHU creativ "Styrofoam & Craft Foil 1
706711 Fibre silk, 10 sheets 1
704960 VBS Cardboard block 1
700184 VBS Wire lantern hanger, 10 pieces 1
21111 Lantern blank "Round"Green 1
21654 Round lantern blankSilver iridescent 1
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